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	Title: How Does Color Affect Mood
	School: West Grand High School and Kremmling
	Sponsor: Emmylou Harmon
	Abstract: The purpose of this project was to figure out if colors have an affect on mood. I hypothesized that colors on the warmer scale would make people more happy and that the colors on the cooler scale would make people feel more calm and sad. 

The experiment took place in a large, photocopier sized box. The box was placed in my home in the living room so that the subjects could access it with ease. The experiment involved inserting LED lights that could change to be 8 different colors into this human sized box. The participants sat in the box for two for each color, being exposed to all 8 colors. The participants then filled out a google survey answering questions about how each color made them feel. The choices of feelings were happy, sad, angry, calm and confused. The colors of lights were red, orange, yellow, green, blue, purple, black and white.

After conducting the experiment, I've discovered that my research stays true to my hypothesis. Different colors do indeed affect a person’s mood. The warmer color scale seems to make people more happy and the cooler color scale seems to make people feel more calm and sad.

Due to my subjects' responses to my experiment, I've concluded that different colors do indeed make people feel different emotions. Three out of eight colors made people feel calm. All of which are cool scale colors. Nearly three out of the eight colors made my subjects happy. All of which are warm scale colors. Furthermore, showing that colors on the warm scale make people happier. While colors on the cool scale make people calmer.
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